Abstract-The use of neural networks in quality control has been a popular research topic over the last decade. An adaptive self-organizing mapping (SOM) neural network algorithm is proposed to overcome the shortages of traditional neural networks in this paper. In order to improve the classification effectiveness of SOM neural network, this paper designs an improved SOM neural network, which improved the algorithm formula based on input vector, the number setting of competitive layer neurons and the initializing weight vector. And the method is used to classify the product of cement slide shoe bearing in manufacturing process quality control, and experiment results show that the algorithm adapts well the unsupervised learning problems.
INTRODUCTION
Quality control of manufacturing process is the essential parts for ensuring product high quality. Under advanced manufacturing paradigm, it is the first task and precondition of quality management and control to monitor process status effectively, which can detect timely and eliminate the affection of the abnormal manufacturing process, and enables the manufacturing process operating status asymptotically stable and satisfies the given process performance index.
There are a number of quality characteristics that need to be monitored and controlled simultaneously in manufacturing process. The methods of statistical process control (SPC) are recognized as one of the most important tools for monitoring all these characteristics simultaneously [1] . However, the effectiveness of SPC is strictly dependent on statistical assumptions and unable to quantify and visualized the process status data. For considering the question of noise tolerance, some research focus on the combination between SPC and artificial neural networks (ANNs).
The other broad type of ANNs are those with non supervised training, such as the well-known Self-Organizing Map, SOM which provides a topology-preserving mapping from a high-dimensional input space onto a two-dimensional map space. So, the methods of statistical learning (SL) can be used in the process control to avoid these shortages. An adaptive self-organizing mapping (SOM) neural network algorithm is proposed to overcome the shortages of traditional neural networks, and enhance the monitoring of manufacturing process in this paper. Finally, the performances of SOM neural network is further evaluated in the cement slide shoe bearing manufacturing process. The experimental results indicate that the algorithm adapts well the unsupervised learning problems.
II. IMPROVED SOM NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

A. Model of SOM
The most distinguishing feature of self-organizing mapping (SOM) is the fact that it's an un-supervised clustering method, and the network topology shown in figure1. The model includes the input layer and the competition layer, and every neurons of input layer can be combined with competition layer by weightings. The neurons number is determined by the components number of input vectors, the neurons of output layer was arranged in a plane according to a certain way, and the most common is square and hexagons. When the input signals are received by input layer, the output layer will be inspired and excited to determine the category of input info. 
B. Training algorithm of SOM
Online clustering is carried out in the input pattern, and any expectation output cannot be given in the learning process of SOM. When the input vector is received by SOM, the neurons of competition layer obtain the responses from input pattern by competition, and find the best matched unit (BUM) which is the smallest distance with input samples. And the connect weight can be mapped the input vector by adjusting the winner neurons and adjacent connect weight. Finally every neuron is divided into distinct areas that has different response characteristic to the same input vector, it realizes the clustering.
The training algorithm steps of SOM are as follows:
Step1: Initializing the weight vector. And every weight of output layer is assigned and normalized by random number, the weight vector describes as j W , j=1,2,… Setp2: Receiving the input vector from training sets, and describing as
Sep3: Finding out the winner neuron of competition layer. The neuron is defined the winner neurons which has the smallest distances between i X and j W .
Step4: Adjusting the weight by formula (1).
( )
There, ij W means the weight between input layer node i and output layer node j, and the learning rate is signed as η which is decreased as training numbers.
Step 5: Checking at the end of the iteration. The training of SOM can be finished by judging whether the learning rate is equal to zero or the given value, or the training time achieves the set value or not. Otherwise, return to step 2 and go on.
C. Improved algorithm of SOM based on genetic
algorithms SOM learning method is based on the self-learning method as the core of the "winner takes all" rules [2] . When the input vector is inputted into the SOM network, we can find the winning neuron by calculating weights, which also called the best matched unit (BMU). Then adjust the weights by the neighborhood contraction learning factor method, and make the connection weights to form a group that can be mapped input vector data. As can be seen from the works of the SOM neural network, the key factors which affect the SOM network training speed and accuracy not only have a close relationship with the SOM heuristic algorithm, input vector, competitive layer topology and initial weights of SOM networks.
Therefore, the improved training algorithm steps are as follows:
Step 1: initialization. Each neuron j of SOM is expressed by an n dimensional vector 1 2 [ , ,..., ] j j j j n w w w w = , the nearest neighbor neurons represent the topology of neurons connected by some kind of relationship.
Step 2: In the training process, the input vector Step 4: After find the winning neuron, update the weights of the winning neuron * j w and its neighboring,
where t is the number of times of learning, ( 
Step 5: When t is equal to the learning number T, the learning process stops and complete the independent study, otherwise returns to step 2.
III. APPLICATION ANALYSIS IN THE CEMENT SLIDE SHOE
BEARING MANUFACTURING PROCESS BASED ON SOM Products classification and diagnosis of defections can have intuitive understanding of the quality of products, facilitating the adjustment to improve the manufacturing process, and also improving the pass rate of products. In this paper, we take the cement slide shoe bearing for example.
About 30 sample data sets are selected from manufacturing process of the cement slide shoe bearing. Every sample contains 7 features according to Table 1 . Respectively indicated by P1-P7, specific samples are listed in Table 1 . The first 20 sets of data are used to train the SOM network, the last 10 sets of data are used to test its. Considering the uniform of unit of data, normalization is performed firstly in this paper. In addition, the topology structure of SOM network is supposed to be a hexagonal structure. Competitive layer has 6*6=36 neurons, and distance function, classification learning rate, neighborhood distance of tuning stage etc take the default value, training for 200 times. Top twenty sets of data for network learning, output clustering results through Matlab simulation as Table  2  Table 2 Classification result of network after training Fig.2 , number indicate the number of winning neuron. Coordinate (0,0) corresponding class 1 neuron, Coordinate (1,0) corresponding class 2 neuron, and so on. In Fig. 3 , blue represent neurons, red line represent the connection between neurons, and the color of each diamond indicates the distances of neurons, from yellow to black. It is generally more darker colored content the distance between neurons are longer. Table 3 shows the classification results of the last ten sample data. From the table 4 clustering result data, the first set of data obtained the clustering results for the second class, but the second class is not in completed training classification results. Now, through the space quantization error method based on the deviation from the normal characteristics of the data, we can determine whether this group data is under control or not. Some data may have the same distance with two or more neurons which can not judge the category. Then, by determining the minimum quantization error value, we can solve this problem. When the manufacturing process is out of control, the system is able to make a rapid alarm response, to facilitate timely recovery of stability. Clustering results 2 8 9 31 2 20 29 13 34 1 IV. CONCLUSION SOM is a popular neural net-work based on unsupervised learning, which means that it is not necessary to provide the network with an expected output during the training period. SOM networks' ability is to associate new data with similar previously learnt data can be applied to forecasting applications. So we can identify the classification of new products by learning the controlling products data in the cement slide shoe bearing the manufacturing process. Once SOM neural network training complete through the above self-learning classification arithmetic by collecting enough samples to train, the type of defects of sample which is input to network can be able to diagnose. So it is able to make a rapid alarm response, to facilitate timely recovery of stability
